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By Chris D'Lacey

Hachette Children's Group. Paperback. Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Icefire, Chris D'Lacey, Life isn't
exactly normal lodging at the Pennykettles - not when you're surrounded by hundreds of clay
pottery dragons. Fate seems to be dictating an unusual course for David when his university tutor
sets him a writing project on the existence - or not - of dragons. The tantalizing prize - a fully-
funded research trip to the Arctic - seems just within his grasp. David starts to research the subject
and soon discovers a connection between dragons and the Arctic just as it begins to snow. Is it only
a coincidence? Or could deeper forces be at work? As David starts to uncover more about the
dragons, he finds himself drawn down a path from which there is no going back to a time when
dragons really did exist, and their secrets were guarded by the polar bears of the Arctic. If David is
going to have any chance of winning the research trip, he has to open his mind to the legend of
dragons and the mysterious secret of Icefire.
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This is the very best publication i actually have read until now. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am happy to let you know that this is the
very best publication i actually have read in my very own existence and could be he greatest pdf for ever.
-- Dr . Nelda  Schuppe-- Dr . Nelda  Schuppe

A top quality ebook and the font used was fascinating to read through. It is writter in easy terms and not confusing. Its been written in an remarkably easy
way in fact it is simply after i finished reading through this publication through which actually altered me, alter the way i believe.
-- Rober to B lock-- Rober to B lock
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